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abstract  

Rehabilitation is return trader status and credit to rights before bankruptcy which are away from trader 

by the law. There is no doubt of complete rehabilitation of legal entities, because when a trader has 

refined all of his/her debts and its subsidiary, he/she rehabilitates indeed and none of business companies 

are excluded from this rule. It can be inferred from art.506 & 565 together that the legal entity can has a 

legal rehabilitation. Under art.506 legal entity can have a composition with its creditors and pursuant to 

art.565 a trader who has a composition can rehabilitate. So there is possibility of rehabilitation of legal 

entity because of survival of its legal character between dissolution and liquidation. 

The business company which has a composition and fulfills its contractual obligations and proves its 

honesty within five years from the date of declaration of bankruptcy can rehabilitate. Also if the company 

which can’t pay off its debts but its creditors give consent to its rehabilitation or discharge it from all of 

debts, can rehabilitate. When the company can’t make a composition and liquidation is done before five 

years rehabilitation is not possible. As soon as liquidation takes at least five years from date of declaration 

of bankruptcy and other requirements present the company can do so. 
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